ERES (Electronic Reserves)
A service that provides materials (articles, book chapters, music, etc.) 24 hours a day, any day! This can be accessed from any computer that has Web access from on- and off-campus.

**Before Konica**

Articles had to be copied on a copier, then scanned using a small desktop scanner. If there were gray areas (like charts or graphs) or pictures, they usually appeared black or so dark that they were almost impossible to read. Articles could only be added certain hours of the day.

**With Konica**

Articles get scanned or copied right into the computer. We save time and money since the scanners and paper copies are no longer needed. Pictures and graphs now are just as they appear in the books and magazines. Articles can be added any time during the day or evening.

**Future with Illiad (Ares)**

Go to http://www.atlas-sys.com/products/ares/minidemo/ for a look at the future using Ares. This system is designed after Illiad. Check out how familiar the screens look!
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